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INTRODUCTION 

One of  the most obvious requirements for a deck is that it should not collapse under a certain 
reasonable weight (load). What is a reasonable weight though? A common load requirement for 
measuring deflection of  deck boards is 100 lb. A deflection shall not exceed 1/360 of  the span. 

  D =
PL3

48EI

where

  

D = deflection (in, m)

P = central load (lbs, N)

L = support span (in, m)

E = modulus of elasticity (psi, N/m2
)

I = moment of inertia (in4
, m4

)  

The following data can be used for testing:

Trex, E = 175,000psi, I = 0.895in4, b=5.5” (t = 1.25”)

- at 16-inch span, D = 0.054 inches, which exceeds the allowable limitation (16”/360 = 0.044 in.)

- at 24-inch span, D = 0.184 inches, which exceeds the allowable limitation (24”/360 = 0.0667 in.)

Ipe, E = 3,140,000psi, I = 0.193in4, b=5.5” (t = 0.75” - finished dimension)

- at 16-inch span, D = 0.014 inches

- at 24-inch span, D = 0.048 inches

Cedar, E = 930,000psi, I = 0.458in4, b=5.5” (t = 1.0” - finished dimension)

- at 16-inch span, D = 0.02 inches

- at 24-inch span, D = 0.06 inches

The moment of  inertia can be calculated using the formula (where  is the board thickness, and  is  
the board width):

  I =
bt3

12

The task here is to write a Fortran program to calculate the deflection value, given appropriate 
inputs. Incorporate functions or subroutines to calculate both the deflection and moment of  
inertia.



ALGORITHM DESIGN

This is a fairly basic program and involves user input, followed by a series of  calculations.

1. Obtain user input.
1.1.Obtain value for the central load (pounds).
1.2.Obtain value for the board width (inches).
1.3.Obtain value for the board thickness (inches).
1.4.Obtain value for the support span (inches).
1.5.Obtain value for the modulus of  elasticity (psi).

2. Calculate the moment of  inertia.
3. Calculate the deflection of  the board.
4. Calculate the allowable span.
5. Produce output depending on the calculated span.

THE PROGRAM SKELETON

The basic skeleton of  the program is simple:

! program flexural

! end program flexural

The difference between Fortran and languages such as C is that the main “function” can have 
any name - it is not limited to main.

THE VARIABLES

Next the variables to be used in the program can be created. As the program deals with fractional 
information (i.e. a 6” wide board is actually 5.5”), they will all be of  type real. Variables are 
needed for the following values:

 central load:   load

 board deflection:  deflt

 board width:  boardW

 board thickness:  boardT

 board span:   span

 modulus of elasticity: modEL

 moment of inertia:  moment

 allowable deflection: allowable



Which are declared in the program in the following manner:

! program flexural

!     real :: load, deflt, boardW, boardT, span, modEL, moment, allowable

! end program flexural

THE INPUT

Input is handled easily through a series of  write and read statement. Unlike C-like languages, 
there is no need to specify the type of  the data being input. There are five sets of  input using the 
read statement, each preceded by a prompt using a write statement.

! program flexural

!     real :: load, deflt, boardW, boardT, span, modEL, moment, allowable

       write (*,*) 'Enter the central load (lbs): '
       read (*,*) load
       write (*,*) 'Enter the board width (in): '
       read (*,*) boardW
       write (*,*) 'Enter the board thickness (in): '
       read (*,*) boardT
       write (*,*) 'Enter the support span (in): '
       read (*,*) span
       write (*,*) 'Enter the modulus of elasticity (psi): '
       read (*,*) modEL

! end program flexural

THE CALCULATIONS

Now that the program has its input, the calculations can be performed. The first of  these is the 
moment of  inertia. The equation:

 I =
bt3

12

can be translated to Fortran, using the appropriate variables, and the ** operator to signify the 
“power of  3” (yes, Fortran, unlike C is nice enough to provide one). The formula becomes:

! moment = (boardW * boardT**3)/12.0



The next equation performs the calculation of  the deflection in the board. Therefore the 
equation:

 D =
PL3

48EI
becomes:

! deflt = (load*(span**3))/(48.0*modEL*moment)

The third equation, which calculates the allowable deflection based on the measure of  the 
support span, is hidden in the text - 1/360 of  the support span. 

! allowable = span * (1.0/360.0)

THE OUTPUT

Once the calculations have been performed, the user has to be informed about the extent of  the 
deflection, and whether it is allowable. The first part, printing out the size of  the deflection is 
achieved using a write statement, and an associated format statement.

! write(*,600) 'The deflection is ', deflt, ' inches'
! 600 format(A,F5.3,A)

The format statement specifies that the write statement will print an ASCII string (A), followed 
by a floating point number with 3 values after the decimal point (F5.3), followed by an ASCII 
string (A). The label 600 specifies where the format statement is. If  the program prints 
something out more than once, using the same format statement, it only needs to be specified 
once. Can the output be written with a format statement? By all means, but the output won’t be 
as user friendly. For example:

! write(*,*) 'The deflection is ', deflt, ' inches'

gives the following output:

! The deflection is    1.40547734E-02  inches

Finally, the user should be made aware of  a problem with the series of  parameters entered. This 
can be achieved by checking if  the calculated deflection is greater than the allowable deflection. 

! if (deflt >= allowable) then
       write (*,*) 'Deflection exceeds allowable limitation'
   end if

And now the program is finished.



THE WHOLE ENCHILADA

Here’s the completed program with some comments added.

! Program to calculate deflection in deck boards
!
program flexural
    real :: load, deflt, boardW, boardT, span, modEL, moment, allowable

    ! Obtain the user input
    write (*,*) 'Enter the central load (lbs): '
    read (*,*) load
    write (*,*) 'Enter the board width (in): '
    read (*,*) boardW
    write (*,*) 'Enter the board thickness (in): '
    read (*,*) boardT
    write (*,*) 'Enter the support span (in): '
    read (*,*) span
    write (*,*) 'Enter the modulus of elasticity (psi): '
    read (*,*) modEL

    ! Calculate the moment of inertia
    moment = (boardW * boardT**3)/12.0

    ! Calculate the deflection of the board
    deflt = (load*(span**3))/(48.0*modEL*moment)

    ! Calculate the allowable deflection based on the span
    allowable = span * (1.0/360.0)

    ! Produce output depending on the calculated span
    write(*,600) 'The deflection is ', deflt, ' inches'
    600 format(A,F5.3,A)

    if (deflt > allowable) then
        write (*,*) 'Deflection exceeds allowable limitation'
    end if

end program flexural



TESTING THE CODE

A good idea now is to test the code and see if  it matches up the the examples given. Choosing the 
following test case:

Ipe, E = 3,140,000psi, I = 0.193in4, b=5.5” (t = 0.75” - finished dimension) at 16-inch span
Deflection = 0.014 inches

! Enter the central load (lbs):
! 100

! Enter the board width (in):
! 5.5

 ! Enter the board thickness (in):
! 0.75

 ! Enter the support span (in):
! 16

 ! Enter the modulus of elasticity (psi):
! 3140000

! The deflection is 0.014 inches

THE FINAL WORDS

A nice bit of  code. Pity it suffers from usability issues. If  this were being designed as an app, you 
wouldn’t want the user to have to go search up what the modulus of  elasticity (MoI) is for every 
deck board being used. So the program could obviously be extended to incorporate a way for the 
user to select the species of  wood, but not have to worry about the MoI. 

This can be covered a little later though.
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! Program to calculate deflection in deck boards1
!2
program flexural3
    real :: load, deflt, boardW, boardT, span, modEL, moment, allowable4

5
    ! Obtain the user input6
    write (*,*) 'Enter the central load (lbs): '7
    read (*,*) load8
    write (*,*) 'Enter the board width (in): '9
    read (*,*) boardW 10
    write (*,*) 'Enter the board thickness (in): '11
    read (*,*) boardT 12
    write (*,*) 'Enter the support span (in): '13
    read (*,*) span 14
    write (*,*) 'Enter the modulus of elasticity (psi): '15
    read (*,*) modEL 16

17
    ! Calculate the moment of inertia18
    moment = (boardW * boardT**3)/12.019
 20
    ! Calculate the deflection of the board21
    deflt = (load*(span**3))/(48.0*modEL*moment)22

23
    ! Calculate the allowable deflection based on the span24
    allowable = span * (1.0/360.0)25

26
    ! Produce output depending on the calculated span27
    write(*,600) 'The deflection is ', deflt, ' inches'28
    600 format(A,F5.3,A)29
 30
    if (deflt > allowable) then31
        write (*,*) 'Deflection exceeds allowable limitation'32
    end if33

34
end program flexural35

36


